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In this paper we present a theoretical and computational study of the energetics and temporal
dynamics of Coulomb explosion of molecular clusters of deuterium (D2)n/2 (n548027.63104,
cluster radiusR0513.1– 70 Å) in ultraintense laser fields~laser peak intensityI 51015– 1020

W cm22). The energetics of Coulomb explosion was inferred from the dependence of the maximal
energyEM and the average energyEav of the productD1 ions on the laser intensity, the laser pulse
shape, the cluster radius, and the laser frequency. Electron dynamics of outer cluster ionization and
nuclear dynamics of Coulomb explosion were investigated by molecular dynamics simulations.
Several distinct laser pulse shape envelopes, involving a rectangular field, a Gaussian field, and a
truncated Gaussian field, were employed to determine the validity range of the cluster vertical
ionization~CVI! approximation. The CVI predicts thatEav, EM}R0

2 and that the energy distribution
is P(E)}E1/2. For a rectangular laser pulse the CVI conditions are satisfied when complete outer
ionization is obtained, with the outer ionization timetoi being shorter than both the pulse width and
the cluster radius doubling timet2 . By increasingtoi , due to the increase ofR0 or the decrease of
I, we have shown that the deviation ofEav from the corresponding CVI value (Eav

CVI) is (Eav
CVI

2Eav)/Eav
CVI.(toi/2.91t2)2. The Gaussian pulses trigger outer ionization induced by adiabatic

following of the laser field and of the cluster size, providing a pseudo-CVI behavior at sufficiently
large laser fields. The energetics manifest the existence of a finite range of CVI size dependence,
with the validity range for the applicability of the CVI beingR0<(R0) I , with (R0) I representing an
intensity dependent boundary radius. Relating electron dynamics of outer ionization to nuclear
dynamics for Coulomb explosion induced by a Gaussian pulse, the boundary radius (R0) I and the
corresponding ion average energy (Eav) I were inferred from simulations and described in terms of
an electrostatic model. Two independent estimates of (R0) I , which involve the cluster size where
the CVI relation breaks down and the cluster size for the attainment of complete outer ionization,
are in good agreement with each other, as well as with the electrostatic model for cluster barrier
suppression. The relation (Eav) I}(R0) I

2 provides the validity range of the pseudo-CVI domain for
the cluster sizes and laser intensities, where the energetics ofD1 ions produced by Coulomb
explosion of (D)n clusters is optimized. The currently available experimental data
@Madison et al., Phys. Plasmas11, 1 ~2004!# for the energetics of Coulomb explosion of (D)n

clusters (Eav55 – 7 keV at I 5231018W cm22), together with our simulation data, lead to the
estimates ofR0551– 60 Å, which exceed the experimental estimate ofR0545 Å. The predicted
anisotropy of theD1 ion energies in the Coulomb explosion atI 51018W cm22 is in accord with
experiment. We also explored the laser frequency dependence of the energetics of Coulomb
explosion in the rangen50.1–2.1 fs21 ~l53000–140 nm!, which can be rationalized in terms of the
electrostatic model. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1772366#

I. INTRODUCTION

Features of light-matter interactions emerge from the in-
teraction of clusters with ultrashort~pulse temporal length
t510–100 fs! and ultraintense ~peak intensity I
51015– 1020W cm22) laser fields. While the coupling of
macroscopic dense matter, e.g., liquids and solids with ul-
traintense laser fields, is blurred by inhomogeneous dense
plasma formation, isochoric heating, beam self-focusing, and
radiative continuum production effects,1–3 the response of
large molecules or clusters~whose size is considerably
smaller than the laser wavelength! with ultraintense laser

fields trigger well-characterized ultrafast dynamics of elec-
trons~on the time scale of;1–50 fs!, of nuclei or of highly
charged ions~on the time scale of 10–100 fs! in these large
finite systems.4–37

On the basis of our recent analyses and simulations,36,37

the electron dynamics of clusters in ultraintense laser fields
involves three sequential-parallel coupled processes of inner
ionization, which results in the formation of a charged, ener-
getic nanoplasma within the cluster~or its vicinity!, and
in the ~partial or complete! outer ionization of the nano-
plasma. The yields and time-resolved dynamics of these
three coupled electronic processes, which depend on the la-
ser intensity and pulse shape, the cluster size, and the elec-a!Electronic mail: jortner@chemsgl.tau.ac.il
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tronic level structure of the constituents, were recently
explored.36,37The electron dynamic processes trigger nuclear
dynamics, with the outer ionization being accompanied by
cluster Coulomb explosion, which results in the production
of highly energetic~keV-MeV! multicharged ions on the ul-
trashort ~10–100 fs! time scale.6,17,18,28,34When the time
scales for both inner ionization and outer ionization elec-
tronic processes are considerably faster than the nuclear pro-
cess of Coulomb explosion, the cluster vertical ionization
~CVI! approximation becomes valid.28,36,37The CVI approxi-
mation, which implies that at the temporal onset of Coulomb
explosion the inner and the outer ionizations are already
completed, decouples the dynamics of heavy particles~ions!
from the dynamics of electrons. When the CVI conditions
are realized, Coulomb explosion of the highly charged ionic
cluster, which is stripped of all the nanoplasma electrons,
involves a nuclear dynamic process, which was previously
addressed.38–41 The spatially isotropic~or nearly so! cluster
Coulomb explosion~resulting in individual ions!, which re-
flects on the instability of multicharged systems, is realized
for the Rayleigh fissibility parameter,X5~Coulomb energy/2
surface energy!, beingX.1, while for X,1 cluster fission
into large ionic fragments is manifested.38,39

An important outcome of cluster Coulomb explosion of
multicharged clusters is the production of energetic~keV-
MeV! ions. The energetics of the ions produced by Coulomb
explosion is of particular interest in the case of deuterium
or/and tritium containing clusters when Coulomb explosion
in an assembly of multicharged ionic clusters drives nuclear
fusion.25–28,30,33The kinetic energy of the ions can be esti-
mated by classical dynamics simulations of the motion of
cluster energetic electrons and ions.27,28,32The treatment of
this problem is highly simplified, sometimes even being re-
duced to the analytic algebraic equations for the ion energy,
when the CVI conditions are fulfilled and the kinetic energy
of the ions is determined by the ion-ion Coulomb inter-
actions.25,28,32,40,41The kinetic energy of ions for the CVI
conditions for a fixed ionization level does not depend on
laser intensity I if one ignores the direct effect of the laser
field on the ions, which is small even at very high laser
intensities ofI;1018– 1019W cm22. The decrease of the la-
ser intensity to a cluster size dependent lower intensity do-
main I ~of I &1017W cm22 for moderately large clusters with
R&50 Å) results in the violation of the CVI conditions and
in the decrease of the kinetic energy of the ions.28 In this
laser intensity domain the energetics of the ions has to be
determined by dynamic simulations, which treat not only
the ions but also the electrons. Our recent papers on ex-
treme multielectron ionization and electron dynamics in
molecular clusters in ultraintense laser fields36,37 ~referred to
as Papers I and II, respectively! provide the basis for the
study of nuclear dynamics of Coulomb explosion. In the
present paper~Paper III of the series! this is explored for
deuterium clusters and in the subsequent paper42 ~Paper IV
of this series! for elemental clusters consisting of heavy
many-electron atoms and of deuterium containing hetero-
clusters.

In this paper we study Coulomb explosion in molecular
clusters of deuterium (D2)n/2 (n548027.63104) clusters in

ultraintense (I 5101521020W cm22) laser fields, using clas-
sical dynamics simulations.17,28,36,37 Several distinct pulse
shape envelopes, involving a Gaussian laser field,43–45a rect-
angular laser field, and a truncated Gaussian laser field,23

were employed. From the point of view of methodology, we
shall determine the validity domain for the CVI
approximations40,41 for the cluster inner/outer ionization.
Subsequently, we shall study the nuclear energetics of Cou-
lomb explosion, which occurs in parallel and sequentially
with outer ionization. In this context we report results for the
dependence of the energetics of Coulomb explosion on the
pulse shape, the pulse intensity, the pulse temporal duration,
and the frequency of the ultraintense laser. These data will
reflect on the dynamics of the coupled electron-nuclear-laser
system, and are of interest in the context of the control of
Coulomb explosion processes by the shaping of the laser
pulse.45–47

An interesting development involves dd nuclear fusion
driven by Coulomb explosion~NFDCE! of deuterium con-
taining homonuclear (D2)n/2 clusters@labeled as (D)n], and
heteronuclear (D2O)n and (CD4)n clusters, for which com-
pelling experimental25,26,30,33and theoretical27,28,32 evidence
became available. In this context, the exploration of Cou-
lomb explosion of neat deuterium clusters will be of intrinsic
interest for the elucidation of the benchmark results for the
dynamics of NFDCE.

II. CLUSTER VERTICAL IONIZATION

In order to utilize approximate analytic expressions for
the energetics and the temporal dynamics of Coulomb explo-
sion, we advance the CVI approximation40,41 for cluster ion-
ization, together with its energetic and dynamic implications,
which will be confronted with simulation results. The multi-
electron ionization of clusters is vertical when inner ioniza-
tion and complete outer ionization occur at a fixed cluster
atomic geometry of the neutral ground state. Vertical cluster
ionization is realized provided that the following conditions
are simultaneously satisfied:

~i! Separation of time scales between the electronic
~‘‘short’’ ! inner/outer ionization and the~‘‘long’’ ! nuclear
process of Coulomb explosion.

~ii ! The outer ionization process is complete on the
‘‘short’’ time scale for electron dynamics.

In the case of CVI, the subsequent Coulomb explosion is
described as a spatial expansion of ions with fixed charges
~in the absence of the nanoplasma!. This limiting description
significantly simplifies the treatment of the Coulomb explo-
sion process. The dynamics and energetics of Coulomb ex-
plosion can be described by analytical expressions, provided
that: ~1! the CVI conditions are fulfilled and~2! the ion den-
sity, charge, and mass are initially uniform. We shall show
that these exploding clusters retain their uniform distribution
during their spatial expansion. The simplest case of uni-
formly expanding clusters corresponds to homonuclear deu-
terium clusters, which we describe as (D1)n clusters of ion-
ized one-electronD1 atoms of massm and chargeq51. The
dynamics of the ion expansion of the uniformly expanding
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homonuclear clusters was previously addressed28,32 and will
be presented and analyzed in detail. The uniform Coulomb
explosion timet of an ion is given by

t5Cq21~m/r!1/2Z~j!, ~1!

where

j5r 0 /r ~ t !, ~2a!

Z~j!5
~12j!1/2

j
1

1

2
lnS 11~12j!1/2

12~12j!1/2D . ~2b!

Here r 0 is the initial distance of the ion from the cluster
center,r (t) is the distance of this ion from the center at time
t, r is the initial molecular ion densityr5(4pr a

3f /3)21, with
r a being the constituent radius andf being the packing frac-
tion within the neutral cluster. The following units will be
used herein: the mass of a constituent atomm in amu, the
constituent chargesq in e, the distances in Å, the molecular
densityr in Å23, andt in fs. The coefficientC of Eq. ~1! is
then C50.931 fs Å23/2. Each ion initially located atr 0

moves to r (t;r 0) at time t. As, according to Eq.~2a!,
r (t;r 0)5r 0j(t)21, the cluster radial expansion is uniform.
The Coulomb explosion timet(j21) for the expansion of the
cluster radius from its initial value ofR0 by a numerical
factor of j21(.1), is given by Eq. ~1!. The time, t2

5t(2), for the cluster radius doubling@j2152, j50.5,
Z(j)52.296] is

t252.137q21~m/r!1/2. ~3!

The characteristic Coulomb explosion timest2 , Eq. ~3!,
for uniformly exploding homonuclear clusters reveal the fol-
lowing features:

~1! Charge dependence.t2}q21, exhibiting a reciprocal
dependence of the ion charges, in accord with previous
analyses and simulations.28,32

~2! Mass effect, witht2}(m)1/2. For Coulomb explo-
sion of homonuclear clusters, e.g., (H1)n , (D1)n , and
(T1)n , this result exhibits an isotope effect on the time scale
of nuclear dynamics.

~3! Dependence on the neutral cluster structure, with
t2}(r)21/2}(r a)3/2. This result reflects on the lengthening
of t2 for a larger size of the initial homonuclear cluster con-
stituents.

~4! Cluster size independence. No cluster size depen-
dence oft2 is expected. The absence of size scaling is ex-
pected to prevail for sufficiently large clusters where the con-
tinuum approximation for the derivation of Eq.~1! holds.
From numerical simulations of Coulomb explosion of
(Xeq1)n clusters (q51¯8) under CVI conditions,40 we in-
ferred that the size invariance oft2 sets in forn.35. Ac-
cordingly, all our calculations and simulations for Coulomb
explosion of multicharged molecular clusters were per-
formed for sufficiently large clusters, withn.55. For suffi-
ciently large (D1)n clusters,t2513.5 fs.

We now turn to the energetics of ions from uniformly
Coulomb exploding (Aq1)n homonuclear clusters. On the
basis of simple electrostatic arguments the kinetic energy
E@r (t)# of theAq1 ion, which is located at the distancer (t)
from the cluster center at timet, is given by

E@r ~ t !#5~4p/3!Brq2r 0
2@12j~ t !#, ~4!

whereB514.385 eV Å andj(t) is given by Eq.~2a!. The
final (j→0,r→`) kinetic energyE is proportional to the
square of its initial distancer 0 from the cluster center,
whereupon

E~r 0!5~4p/3!Brq2r 0
2. ~5!

A numerical solution of Eq.~1! results in r (t), which is
substituted into Eq.~4! to find the time dependence of an ion
kinetic energy and velocity. Making use of Eq.~5!, the aver-
age energyEav and the maximal energyEM of the ions are
given by

Eav5~4p/5!Brq2R0
2, ~6!

EM5~4p/3!Brq2R0
2, ~7!

whereR0 is the initial cluster radius. The energy distribution
P(Ej ) of the ions is

P~E!5
3

2
~E/EM

3 !1/2. ~8!

From this analysis we infer the following for the ener-
getics, Eqs.~6!–~8!, of uniformly exploding clusters:

~1! Cluster size dependence. BothEM and Eav scale as
R0

2. These relations constitute divergent cluster size equa-
tions, which do not converge to the response of the macro-
scopic system forR0→`. This is a unique feature in the
context of cluster size equations.

~2! Relation between maximal and average energies.
The simple relationEM /Eav55/3 is applicable.

~3! Charge dependence. The relationEM , Eav}q2 is a
consequence of the electrostatic energy in a multicharged
cluster which underwent CVI.

~4! Ion mass dependence. The energies, as expressed by
Eqs. ~6! and ~7!, are independent ofm, in contrast with the
results for t2 , Eq. ~3!. For Coulomb explosion of homo-
nuclear clusters, e.g., (H1)n , (D1)n , and (T1)n , the aver-
age energies are not expected to manifest an isotope effect.

~5! Dependence on initial cluster configuration.EM ,
Eav}r}r a

23, reflecting on the decrease of the ion energies
for a larger size of the cluster initial constituents.

The analytic results for Coulomb explosion lifetimes and
energies, Eqs.~3! and~6!–~8!, provide benchmark reference
data, which can be used to define the domain of cluster size
and laser parameters, where the CVI conditions for uni-
formly exploding clusters are applicable. When are the CVI
and/or uniform explosion conditions violated? For uniformly
exploding clusters, encompassing (H2

21)n/2 @also denoted as
(H1)n], (D2

21)n/2@[(D1)n#, and (T2
21)n/2@[(T1)n#, the

CVI approximation will break down at low laser intensities.
Under these circumstances we expect inner/outer ionization
processes to occur on a slower time scale than at the higher
intensities~Paper II!, with the outer ionization process being
incomplete~on a time scale of;50 fs! ~Papers I and II!. This
results in screening effects of Coulomb repulsions by nano-
plasma electrons, which retard the energetics of Coulomb
explosion. These interesting effects of the violation of the
CVI model will be explored by molecular dynamics simula-
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tions of the energetic electron dynamics and of nuclear dy-
namics, using the computational schemes previously ad-
vanced by us~Paper I!.

III. EFFECTS OF LASER PULSE SHAPE
AND WIDTH ON THE ENERGETICS AND DYNAMICS
OF COULOMB EXPLOSION

The laser pulses used in the experiments43–45are mostly
of Gaussian shape, and in our previous Papers I and II the
cluster ionization processes were studied for such Gaussian
shaped pulses. In the present work we will also mainly deal
with the Gaussian shaped pulse. However, in order to estab-
lish how the pulse shape affects the ion energy, we per-
formed some additional simulations using a rectangular pulse
and a strongly truncated Gaussian shaped pulse.17,23

The laser electric field was taken as

F,~ t !5F,0~ t !cos~2pnt1f0! ~9!

~for 2`,t,`) with the frequencyn50.35 fs21 ~photon
energy 1.44 eV!. All the results presented in Secs. III–VI for
electron and nuclear dynamics were obtained from this laser
frequency. In Sec. VII the treatment is extended to explore
the laser frequency dependence. The laser phase is taken as
f050, andF,0(t) in Eq. ~9! is the laser field envelope. The
Gaussian shaped envelope function of the pulse is

F,0~ t !5FM exp@22.773~ t/t!2#, ~10!

whereFM is the maximal electric field~which is related to
the laser peak intensity byueFMu52.7531027 I 1/2eV Å21

when I is given in W cm22!, andt ~in fs! is the pulse tem-
poral width. For simulations~Papers I and II! with the
Gaussian pulse, Eq.~10!, we have used a weakly truncated
Gaussian shaped pulse whose initial laser field amplitude is
F,0(ts)5Fs.0 and whose initial timets,0 has to be speci-
fied. In Paper I we determined the initial laser field asFs

5(F th1Fco)/2, whereF th is the threshold field for the first
~single electron! ionization of each molecule, whileFco is the
laser field for complete one-electron ionization of all the con-
stituent atoms~typical Fs values are presented in Table II of
Paper I!. The pulse, Eq.~10!, which is weakly truncated ac-
cording to the foregoing recipe, will be referred to as a
Gaussian pulse. The initial laser field for the Gaussian pulse
interacting with deuterium clusters,eFs56.0 eV Å21 ~Table
II of Paper I!, results in complete inner ionization of (D2)n/2

clusters at t5ts for the laser intensity range ofI
>1015W cm22, used herein. As the inner ionization process
is instantaneous for the Gaussian pulse, as well as for other
pulse shapes, only outer ionization is relevant for electron
dynamics in (D)n clusters, which affects the ion dynamics.

Two additional pulse shapes were utilized: First, we used
a ~strongly! truncated Gaussian pulse whose shape23 is char-
acterized by a Gaussian pulse, withts52t/2 and Fs

50.5FM , so thatF,0(t)50; t,ts , andF,0(t) is given by
Eq. ~10! for t.ts . Second, a rectangular pulse was used,
being defined by the envelope function

F,0~ t !5FM ; 2t/2<t<t/2
~11!

F,0~ t !50; t,2t/2 and t.t/2.

The electron and nuclear dynamics of the clusters subjected
to the Gaussian, the truncated Gaussian, and the rectangular
pulses were treated by the simulation methods previously
described by us~Paper I!, with the central output information
being the ion energies, as well as electron dynamics, i.e.,
time scales for outer ionization, and ion dynamics, i.e., time
scales for Coulomb explosion.

Simulations were performed for electron dynamics and
Coulomb explosion energetics and dynamics of homonuclear
(D)n clusters. In view of the complete inner ionization of the
deuterium clusters in the laser intensity domain used herein
~see above!, we represented the molecular structure of
(A2)n/2 clusters (A5H,D,T) in terms of a uniform initial
distribution ofA atoms@(A2)n/2[(A)n#, which is character-
ized by the atomic density of liquid deuterium,r50.05
Å23.28 Figure 1 provides information on the pulse shape,
width, and intensity dependence of the energetics of Cou-
lomb explosion ofD8007 clusters, where we portray the de-
pendence of the averageD1 ion energiesEav on the pulse
width t ~in the ranget55–100 fs! for rectangular and
Gaussian shaped pulses~in the intensity domain I
51016– 1018W cm22). The CVI energyEav52.04 keV, cal-
culated from Eq.~6!, is also included in Fig. 1. This CVI
energy is in good agreement with the energyEav

52.03 keV, obtained from molecular dynamics simulations
of Coulomb explosion of a (D1)8007 cluster for the rectan-
gular pulse at the higher intensity ofI 51017W cm21.

The effect of the rectangular pulse width at the~lower!
intensity domain ofI 51016W cm22 ~Fig. 1! reflects on the
interplay between electron and nuclear dynamics in deter-
mining the ion energies. AtI 51016W cm22 ~Fig. 1!, the
energy of the ions generated by a rectangular pulse, Eq.~11!,
markedly increases by a numerical factor of 3.5 with increas-
ing the pulse width in the ranget55 fs to t525 fs, and
subsequently reaches a saturation value fort525–50 fs. This
dependence of the ion energy on the rectangular pulse width

FIG. 1. The dependence of the average energy ofD1 ions from Coulomb
explosion of (D)8007 clusters induced by rectangular, Gaussian, and trun-
cated Gaussian laser pulses with pulse widthst55–100 fs and peak inten-
sities I 51016– 1018 W cm22. The characteristic times for complete outer
ionization (toi)s and for the cluster doublingt2 are marked on the curve for
the rectangular pulse atI 51016 W cm22. The CVI energyEav52.04 eV,
from Eq. ~6!, is also marked by a dashed line.
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at I 51016W cm22 can be rationalized on the basis of simu-
lations of electron dynamics for outer ionization induced by
a relatively longt550 fs pulse~Fig. 2!. For the subsequent
discussion it will be convenient to define the time scale with
the onset of the rectangular pulse att50. For the rectangular
pulse we shall define the outer ionization timetoi , when
noi(t.toi).noi(toi), for both complete@noi(toi).1# and in-
complete @noi(toi),1# outer ionization, wherenoi is the
number of outer ionized electrons per atom. In general,toi

depends on the pulse intensity, the pulse duration, and the
cluster size. When complete outer ionization is achieved dur-
ing the rectangular laser pulse at the time (toi)s ~defined in
Chap. II of Paper II as the time required for the attainment of
95% of the saturation level of the outer ionization!, (toi)s

provides a good approximation of the time scale for com-
plete outer ionization. In the time domaint.(toi)s the cluster
outer ionization process is complete, so that the laser-ionized
cluster interaction does not affect the ion energy. The param-
eter (toi)s is intensity dependent and also manifests cluster
size dependence. The simulation of the electron dynamics in
(D)8007 at I 51016W cm22 andt550 fs ~Fig. 2! shows that
(toi)s525 fs. We expect that for the pulse lengths oft
.(toi)s.25 fs at I 51016W cm22, the ion energy from
(D)8007 becomes independent of the pulse width, in accord
with the simulations of Fig. 1. On the other hand, whent
,(toi)s , the outer ionization process is incomplete, and is
terminated at the end of the pulse, as demonstrated in Fig. 2
for t510 fs, where the outer ionization time (toi.12 fs) be-
comes nearly equal to the pulse width. From the foregoing
analysis we infer the existence of two temporal domains for
outer ionization induced by a rectangular pulse

Region ~I): toi5t; t,~ toi!s , ~12a!

Region ~II): toi5~ toi!s ; t.~ toi!s . ~12b!

In Region ~I! of the incomplete outer ionization, Eq.
~12a!, the early termination of the outer ionization process
leaves a substantial population of electrons inside the cluster
in the time domaint.t after the termination of the pulse, as
is the case for (D)8007 at I 51016W cm22 andt510 fs ~Fig.
2!. This persistence of the electron population of the nano-
plasma at the intensity ofI 51016W cm22 enhances the
screening of the ion-ion Coulomb interactions, and results in
the decrease of the ion energy with decreasing the pulse
width, as manifested by the simulation results~Fig. 1!. The
saturation of theEav versust dependence occurs in Region
~II ! of complete outer ionization, Eq.~12b!. Indeed, the satu-
ration ofEav versust at I 51016W cm22 is manifested when
t*(toi)s ~Fig. 1!. Whether the CVI prevails in this case is
determined by relative magnitudes of the outer ionization
time toi and the time scale for Coulomb explosion, which is
characterized by the cluster radius doubling timet2 , Eq. ~3!.
Whent2,toi , deviations from the CVI are manifested, even
when saturation ofEav versust is exhibited. Indeed, for the
case ofD8007 at I 51016W cm22 the saturation energy level
is lower by about 20% than the CVI energy~Fig. 1!. Such a
deviation from the CVI energy is due to the long complete
outer ionization time (toi)s525 fs~for t525–50 fs!, which is
longer thant2513.5 fs estimated from Eq.~3!. Accordingly,
t2,toi ~Fig. 1!, whereupon the outer ionization process oc-
curs in parallel with Coulomb explosion~Fig. 2!, violating
the CVI conditions.

The increase of the laser intensity toI 51017W cm22 for
a rectangular pulse~for t55–50 fs! drastically decreases the
complete outer ionization time for a (D)8007 cluster to
(toi)s52.5 fs. This time scale is lower than the minimal pulse
width of t55 fs used herein, so thattoi5(toi)s,t and all the
data of Fig. 1 for this intensity correspond to Range~II ! of
complete outer ionization, withtoi5(toi)s52.5 fs, Eq.~12b!.
The toi value is considerably lower than the Coulomb explo-
sion time, i.e.,toi,t2 . In this case the CVI conditions are
satisfied and the CVI energies are obtained in the simulations
for the rectangular pulse~Fig. 1!. We note in passing that the
proportionality (toi)s}I for D8007 clusters in the range
I 51016– 1017W cm22 is probably not universal.

The dependence ofEav on the pulse widtht is more
complicated for the Gaussian shaped pulse~Fig. 1!. At the
intensity of I 51017W cm22 the dependence of the average
energyEav versust for (D)8007 exhibits a weak maximum at
t510 fs, where the ionization is complete andEav is very
close to the CVI value~Fig. 1!. The decrease ofEav, whent
decreases tot55 fs, has the same origin as in the case of the
rectangular pulse, as for this Gaussian pulse width the time
of the laser field action is not sufficiently large to induce
complete outer ionization. The decrease of the ion energy
with increasingt, manifested atI 51017W cm22 for t.10 fs
and at a larger intensity ofI 51018W cm22 for t.5 fs ~Fig.
1!, has no analogy in the case of the rectangular pulse. In the
case of the Gaussian shaped pulse, Eq.~10!, the increase of
the laser fieldF,0 at t,0 becomes slower with increasing
the pulse widtht. When the Gaussian pulse width is compa-
rable with the timet2513.5 fs of the cluster radius doubling,
the cluster radius may significantly increase in the domain of
the field increase~at t,0) where outer ionization still oc-

FIG. 2. Electron dynamics for outer ionization of (D)8007 clusters, repre-
sented in the time dependence of the outer ionization level per atom,noi for
a rectangular pulse, atI 51016 W cm22. For a pulse width oft550 fs com-
plete outer ionization occurs at (toi)s525 fs, which is marked on the time
scale, while fort510 fs the saturation of incomplete outer ionization occurs
at toi.11 fs,(toi)s , with noi(toi).0.6. Coulomb explosion dynamics, ex-
pressed by the time dependence ofR(t)/R0 , is also presented for the two
pulse widths, with the cluster radius doubling timet2 being marked on the
time scale.
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curs, thus decreasing the ion energy~Paper II!. For example,
at I 51018W cm22 and t5100 fs, half of the electrons are
removed att5293 fs ~on the time scalet>ts,0), when the
cluster radius is;1.7 times larger than the initial cluster
radiusR0 . Such ionization conditions are obviously far from
corresponding to the CVI limit. The energyEav for the
t5100 fs laser pulse atI 51018W cm22 intensity manifests a
weak isotope effect:Eav51.56, 1.67, and 1.72 keV for (H)n ,
(D)n , and (T)n (n58007) clusters, respectively. This weak
isotope effect, obtained from the simulations, which marks
competition between outer ionization and~mass dependent!
Coulomb explosion, is in contrast with the energetics in the
CVI limit for homonuclear clusters, Eq.~6!, which implies
the lack of isotope effects. The decrease of the ion energy
with increasingt ~Fig. 1! indicates that for the Gaussian
shaped pulse with a fixed peak intensityI, the shorter pulses
in the width intervalt;10–30 fs are preferable to the longer
pulses oft>50 fs. The truncated laser pulse (ts52t/2, Fs

50.5FM) for I 51017W cm22 providesEav energies which
are only slightly lower than the CVI energies~Fig. 1!.

The shape of the laser pulse significantly affects the
nuclear dynamics of cluster Coulomb explosion, as demon-
strated in Fig. 3 for theD8007 cluster subjected to rectangular
and Gaussian laser pulses with a width oft525 fs. The
initial time is ts520.5t5212.5 fs for the rectangular pulse,
Eq. ~11!, and ts5221.5 andts5231 fs at I 51016 and at
1018 W cm22, respectively, for the Gaussian pulse. At a high
laser intensity ofI 51018W cm22 for the rectangular laser
pulse, the time dependence of the cluster radiusR(t) almost
coincides with the theoretical CVI result for theR(t) depen-
dence, inferred from Eq.~1!. However, the Gaussian shaped
pulse at the same laser intensity manifests a very different

R(t) dependence. At the beginning of the pulse, when the
laser field, Eq.~10!, is low, the cluster radiusR(t) increases
much more slowly than predicted by Eq.~1!. Only in the
vicinity of the pulse peak (t521.5 fs in Fig. 3!, does the
cluster radius velocitydR/dt begin to increase significantly,
approaching the velocity given by Eq.~1!. At the lower laser
intensity of I 51016W cm22 the cluster expansion is signifi-
cantly retarded due to a slower and incomplete outer ioniza-
tion process, which was already alluded to. The time of the
cluster radius doubling for the rectangular pulse ist2

519.6 fs, which is almost 50% larger than the theoretical
value t2513.5 fs inferred from Eq.~3! under CVI condi-
tions. In the case of the Gaussian pulse~Fig. 3!, the cluster
ionization initially starts at low laser fields and the cluster
Coulomb explosion is initially slow. For this coupled laser-
cluster system, the doubling time of the cluster radiust2

527 fs ~Fig. 3! is determined by the initial timets for the
simulation onset. A physically significant value of the cluster
doubling time can be obtained from the time gapt̄25t2

2t(R/R051.05) between the onset of cluster expansion,
e.g., t(R/R051.05), and oft2 . For D8007 subjected to a
Gaussian pulse atI 51018W cm22, t̄2512.7 fs, while t̄2

517.7 fs at I 51016W cm22. We note thatt̄2510.9 fs for
the CVI expression, Eq.~2!. As expected, the CVI expression
for a Gaussian pulse provides a lower limit fort̄2 .

IV. BEYOND THE CVI APPROXIMATION

We now consider electron and nuclear dynamics in (D)n

clusters, where inner ionization is complete for moderately
low laser fieldsI>1015W cm22 used herein~see Sec. III!. In
this case the deviations from the CVI conditions are solely
manifested by the outer ionization process, as discussed in
Paper I and in Chap. III of the present paper. Distinct fea-
tures of the outer ionization electron dynamics and of the
Coulomb explosion nuclear energetics will be manifested for
different laser pulse shapes, which control the laser-cluster
interactions.

A. Rectangular laser pulses

Rectangular laser pulses provide a simple, although
oversimplified, picture of laser-cluster interactions~Sec. III!.
The use of the rectangular pulse provides insight into the
time scales for the applicability of the CVI. The CVI condi-
tions are expected to be satisfied when complete outer ion-
ization is obtained, i.e., the outer ionization time istoi

5(toi)s , with the complete outer ionization time (toi) being
shorter than both the pulse width, i.e., (toi)s,t, and the clus-
ter radius doubling timet2 , i.e., (toi)s,t2 ~Sec. III!. With
the increase of the outer ionization time~with decreasing the
laser intensity or with increasing the cluster size! we expect
larger deviations of the simulated average ion energyEav

from the CVI average energyEav
CVI , Eq. ~6!.

Table I presents the cluster size effect on the complete
outer ionization timetoi @t>toi5(toi)s# and the effect oftoi

on the simulated energyEav for (D)n clusters (n
5459– 8007) subjected to a rectangular laser pulse with
pulse widtht525 fs and intensityI 51016W cm22. From
these data it is apparent thattoi increases with increasing the
cluster radiusR0 . The conditiontoi,t2 ~wheret2513.5 fs)

FIG. 3. Coulomb explosion dynamics, expressed byR(t)/R0 , of (D)8007

clusters induced by rectangular and Gaussian pulses witht525 fs and in-
tensitiesI 51016 W cm22 and I 51018 W cm22. For the rectangular pulse
the pulse onset occurs att2ts50 (ts5212.5 fs), while for Gaussian pulses
the peak occurs att50, which is marked on the curves. The simulation data
are confronted with the CVI result, Eqs.~1! and ~2!. For the rectangular
pulse atI 51018 the time dependence ofR(t)/R0 practically coincides with
the CVI results, while at the lower intensity ofI 51016 W cm22 marked
deviations from the CVI are manifested. For the Gaussian shaped pulses,
R(t)/R0 manifests a considerably slower initial increase than predicted by
the CVI.
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is well satisfied forD459 and forD959 clusters, where for both
cases the deviation betweenEav and Eav

CVI is small ~;2%!.
For largerD1961andD3367clusters, wheretoi;t2 , the devia-
tion between the simulated value ofEav and Eav

CVI is still
rather small, being 5%–9%. Only for theD8007 cluster, with
toi;2t2 , the deviation becomes of some importance, being
about 18%~Table I!. From these data it is apparent that the
CVI approximation is valid over a much wider domain of
outer ionization times than those satisfying the inequality
toi,t2 .

We were able to account for~first-order! deviations from
the CVI equations for the energetics of Coulomb explosion
of a homonuclear or uniformly expanding heteronuclear
cluster induced by a rectangular pulse, where the pulse onset
was defined att50. The outer ionization level~per ion! is
noi(t)5qu(t). We present the net positive charge~per ion!
for the cluster asnoi(t)5qu(t), with the inner ionization
being instantaneous with the charge~per ion! being nii 5q
for all t.0, while the outer ionization is characterized by
u(t50)50. For (D)n clustersnii 5q51 for all t. In the case
of complete outer ionization,u(t)51, and no unbound elec-
trons are left inside the cluster. We define the outer ionization
time toi by the conditionu(t),1 for t,toi andu(t)51 for
t>toi . The analysis of our simulation results for a rectangu-
lar pulse~see, e.g., Fig. 2! shows that theu(t) function can
be approximately represented att<toi as a power lawu(t)
5(t/toi)

1/2, so we take

noi~ t !5q~ t/toi!
1/2, t<toi . ~13!

An ion with a chargeq, initially located at the distancer 0

from the cluster center, is subjected to a screened interaction
with the other ions of an effective chargenoi(t). According
to Eq. ~13!, the force acting on the reference ion is

F~ t !5~4p/3!r 0
3rq2~ t/toi!

1/2/r ~ t !. ~14!

Assuming the cluster spatial expansion to be small fort
,toi we present the ion distance from the center at timet in
the form

r ~ t !5r 0~11ctk!, ctk!1. ~15!

Substituting Eq.~15! into Eq. ~14! and solving the equation
of motion, while retaining the first term in thet expansion,
results ink55/2 The ion distance from the center is then

r ~ t !5r 0F116S t5

tv
4toi

D 1/2G , t<toi , ~16!

where the CVI time parameter is

tv56.22q21~m/r!1/2

52.91t2 . ~17!

The CVI time parametertv for (D)n clusters is tv
539.9 fs. tv exhibits the same pattern ast2 for the charge
dependence, the mass effect, and the lack of cluster size de-
pendence. Using Eq.~16! we found the final average ion
energy to be

Eav5Eav
CVI@12~ toi /tv!2#, ~18!

where Eav
CVI stands for the CVI energy, Eq.~6!. From this

analysis we infer that the interplay between outer ionization
and Coulomb explosion yieldsEav,Eav

CVI , with (Eav
CVI

2Eav)/Eav5(toi /tv)2, in semiquantitative agreement with
the results of Table I. According to Eqs.~16! and ~18! the
CVI approximation is valid when the ionization timetoi is
shorter than the CVI parametertv , i.e.,

toi,tv . ~19!

The condition given by Eq.~19!, with tv;3t2 , significantly
extends the validity domain of thetoi values for the applica-
bility of the CVI approximation for the energetics of Cou-
lomb explosion. This conclusion concurs with the data pre-
sented in Table I for the modest deviation of the energetics
from the CVI result over a widetoi domain of up totoi

;2t2 .
Simulations of the energetics of Coulomb explosion

were conducted for rectangular pulses in the intensity range
I 51016– 1020W cm22. The Eav and EM data for I
51016W cm22, while obeying the}R0

2 scaling law show
;10% deviation from the CVI~Fig. 4!, due to retarded outer
ionization. In the highest intensity domain I
51018– 1020W cm22, the simulation data forEav andEM for
the rectangular pulse are intensity independent, being close
to the CVI. The intensity independence of the ions energy in
this range ofI 51018– 1020W cm22 provides evidence for a
minor effect of the direct acceleration of ions by the laser
field. The same negative result is expected to apply also for
other pulse shapes.

B. Truncated Gaussian pulse

These model calculations will be useful to establish the
validity domain of the CVI approximation for Coulomb ex-
plosion ofDn clusters, which in this case can be practically
explored by simulations for very large (n.83104, R0

580 Å) clusters, while such large clusters cannot be simu-
lated for Gaussian laser pulses. The averageD1 ion energies,
generated by a truncated Gaussian pulse, are presented in
Fig. 4 over a broad size domain (n5459– 76 429). At the
lower intensity ofI 51016W cm22 and at the cluster size of

TABLE I. Cluster size dependence of outer ionization dynamics and Cou-
lomb explosion energetics of (D)n clusters subjected to a rectangular laser
pulse (I 51016 W cm22 andt525 fs!. The temporal onset of the rectangular
pulse is taken att50 and the outer ionization timetoi is inferred from the
time of the attainment of 95% of the complete outer ionization level. Thetoi

data should be compared with the cluster radius doubling timet2513.5 fs
andtv539.9 fs estimated from the CVI relation, Eqs.~3! and~17!. TheD1

ion average energies (Eav) are obtained from the simulations and the esti-
mated energies (Eav

CVI) are obtained from the CVI relation, Eq.~6!.

n 459 959 1961 3367 8007

R0 (Å) 13.1 16.6 21.1 25.4 34.0
Eav

CVI

~keV!
0.300 0.484 0.785 1.135 2.036

Eav

~keV!
0.294 0.477 0.748 1.040 1.729

(Eav
CVI/Eav)21 0.02 0.015 0.05 0.09 0.18

toi

~fs!
3.2 7.3 10.5 14.4 25.0
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n<8000, the simulated average energyEav, and the maxi-
mal energyEM for the truncated, the rectangular, and the
Gaussian pulses,@Fig. 4~a!# exhibit a linearEav}R0

2 and
EM}R0

2 dependence, in qualitative agreement with the CVI
size equations, Eqs.~6! and~7!. However, the slopes of these
EM , Eav}R0

2 curves atI 51016W cm22 are lower by 16%–
24% than the slope expected for the CVI@Fig. 4~a!#. At n
.8000 a break of the linearEM andEav versusR0

2 relation is
exhibited. Forn.8000, EM and Eav ~induced by the trun-
cated pulse! continue to increase with increasingR0

2, al-
though the increase is slower than forn,8000 @Fig. 4~a!#.
This trend reflects on the quantitative breakdown of the CVI
for the ion energetics at the lowerI 51016W cm22 intensity.
At the higher intensity ofI 51018W cm22, the EM , Eav

}R0
2 relation is well obeyed over a broad cluster size domain

of @n51961– 76 429, Fig. 4~b!#. The simulated average en-
ergyEav nearly coincides with the CVI equation, Eq.~6!, for
the entire range of cluster radii studied herein~over the size
domain of n5459– 83104), quantitatively confirming the
validity of the cluster size dependence of the CVI@Fig. 4~b!#.
The simulated maximal energyEM is again close to the CVI
maximal energy, Eq.~7!.

C. Gaussian shaped pulses

The exploration of the energetics of Coulomb explosion
induced by Gaussian laser pulses is of considerable interest.
From the practical point of view, these results are relevant
for the sake of a comparison with experiment. Simulations
using Gaussian pulses~Fig. 5! allow us to establish the con-
vergence of the simulation results to the CVI results for the
energetics of Coulomb explosion of (D)n clusters in the in-
tensity range ofI 51015– 1020W cm22 ~with pulse width
t525 fs!. The intensity range ofI 51015– 1016W cm22

marks the onset of effective outer ionization and of Coulomb

explosion, which exhibits a marked cluster size and pulse
intensity dependence of the energetics~Fig. 5!. At the lowest
intensity of I 51015W cm22 the energy initially increases
and then saturates at very small cluster sizes ofR0*10 Å,
corresponding ton*200 ~left-side inset to Fig. 5!. At the
intensity of I 51016W cm22, a more effective outer ioniza-
tion for somewhat larger clusters allows for the increase of
the energy with increasingR0 . At I 51016W cm22 Eav in-
creases with increasing the size, i.e.,Eav}R0

2 for n
;400– 3000, and thenEav tends toward saturation forn
.8000 ~Fig. 5!. For moderately sizedD8007 clusters,Eav

increases fast with increasing logI in the range I
51015– 1017W cm22 due to enhancement of~complete or
incomplete! outer ionization with increasingI ~right-side in-
set to Fig. 5!. Subsequently, forI *1017W cm22 a saturation
of Eav versusI is exhibited, nearly converging to the CVI
result ~right-side inset to Fig. 5!.

The marked features of the energetics of Coulomb ex-
plosion in the intensity range ofI 51015– 1020W cm22 over
the cluster size domain studied herein~Fig. 5! are ~a! the
existence of a finite, laser intensity dependent, range ofEav

}R0
2 cluster size dependence;~b! the applicability of the CVI

for the Eav}R0
2 size dependence is realized forR0,(R0) I ,

and the breakdown of the CVI occurs forR0.(R0) I . The
applicability range of the CVI is characterized by the bound-
ary radius (R0) I at intensityI; and ~c! the near-convergence
of Eav to the CVI result, Eq.~6!, for a fixed sized cluster is
realized with increasing the peak intensity of the Gaussian
pulse.

FIG. 4. Cluster size dependence of the average (Eav) and maximal (EM)
energies ofD1 ions from Coulomb explosion of (D)n clusters induced by
rectangular, truncated Gaussian, and Gaussian laser pulses for laser intensi-
ties I 51016 W cm22 ~a! andI 51018 W cm22 ~b!. The CVI results, Eqs.~6!
and~7!, are also presented in the figures. Note the deviations from the CVI
approximation atI 51016 W cm22, which are manifested at low values of
R0 , while at I 51018 W cm22 a good overall agreement~see text! with the
CVI approximation is exhibited.

FIG. 5. Cluster size dependence of the averageD1 energies from Coulomb
explosion of (D)n clusters (n5459– 33 573) induced by Gaussian pulses in
the intensity rangeI 51015– 1020 W cm22 ~the numbers 10x, x515– 20, on
the curves mark the intensities in units of W cm22!. The result of the CVI
approximation, Eq.~6!, is also marked. Note the overall agreement~see text!
between the simulation results of the CVI approximation for the highest
intensitiesI 51018– 1020 W cm22, and the intensity dependent onset of de-
viations from the CVI approximation for lower intensities ofI
51015– 1017 W cm22 ~see text!. The left-hand side inset shows the size de-
pendent energetics at these lower intensities ofI 51015– 1016 W cm22,
where a break from the CVI approximation forI 51015 W cm22 is already
exhibited for R0.8 – 10 Å. The right-hand side inset shows the intensity
dependence of the Coulomb explosion energy of (D)8007, which nearly
converges to the CVI result forI *331017 W cm22.
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Coulomb explosion ofDn clusters subjected to a Gauss-
ian pulse of a highI>1018W cm22 intensity providesD1

average energies, which are somewhat lower than the CVI
energy ~Figs. 1 and 5!. The relative differences between
these simulated and CVI energies correspond to;5% for the
pulse width oft525 fs ~Fig. 5! and ;20% for t5100 fs
~Fig. 1!. Although the Gaussian pulses atI>1018W cm22 do
not provide CVI energies, in the high intensity domain they
do demonstrate two features typical for such CVI energetics,
Eq. ~6!: First, the scaling lawEav}R0

2 is exhibited over a
broad cluster size domain. However, the slope of the linear
Eav}R0

2 curve exhibits some deviations from the CVI. Sec-
ond, theEav}R0

2 relation does not depend~or only weakly
depends! on the laser intensity~Fig. 5!. Thus for Gaussian
pulses in the high intensity domain, the CVI is not rigorously
applicable, but constitutes a reasonable working hypothesis
over a well defined, broad cluster size domain. We shall refer
to this high intensity region (I>1018W cm22) for Dn clus-
ters subjected to Gaussian pulses considered herein as a
pseudo-CVI domain, which will subsequently be discussed.

V. OUTER IONIZATION DYNAMICS AND THE
BOUNDARY RADIUS FOR THE CVI DOMAIN

We shall now relate to the electron dynamics for outer
ionization and nuclear dynamics for Coulomb explosion of
Dn clusters subjected to Gaussian pulses. The outer ioniza-
tion dynamics in the pseudo-CVI domain can be described in
terms of a simple electrostatic model16,36 for cluster barrier
suppression@Eq. ~13! of Paper I#. This model implies that the
total ~positive! cluster charge isQI(t)5qNoi(t), with
Noi(t)5nnoi(t), being the total number of outer ionized
electrons, wheren@5(4p/3)rR0

3# is the number of constitu-
ents andnoi(t) is the outer ionization level~per constituent!.
QI(t) is determined by the relation eF,0(t)
5A2BQI

(t)/@R(t)#2, whereR(t) is the cluster radius at time
t andF,0(t) is the laser field envelope amplitude at this time
~Paper I!. Accordingly, during outer ionization, whenNoi(t)
<n, nio(t) is given by

noi~ t !5eF,0~ t !@R~ t !#2/A2Bqn. ~20!

The time evolution of the fraction of outer ionization
~per D atom! and of the cluster radius is obtained from mo-
lecular dynamics simulations for the electron-nuclear-laser
system~Paper II!, which provides the time dependence of
noi(t) and of R(t). Using Eq.~20! ~with q51 andr50.05
Å23!, together with the numerical simulations ofR(t), we
obtained the results fornoi(t). In Fig. 6 we confront the
results fornoi(t), as obtained from Eq.~20! and from the
simulations of electron dynamics inD8007 clusters, using dif-
ferent laser Gaussian pulse parameters. When the laser pulse
parameters fall in the range appropriate for the pseudo-CVI
behavior, i.e.,I 51018– 1020W cm22 and t525–50 fs, the
outer ionization is complete@noi(t)→1 with increasingt#.
Under these circumstances good agreement between the
electrostatic model, Eq.~20!, and the simulation results is
obtained over the range 0.15,noi(t),0.95 ~Fig. 6!. The de-
scription of the outer ionization process by Eq.~20! implies
that the ionization of the nanoplasma adiabatically follows
the laser fieldF,0(t) and the increase of the cluster radius.

Such an outer ionization process involves ionization induced
by adiabatic following of the laser field and of the cluster
size~IIAFLS!. For a Gaussian pulse, the IIAFLS mechanism
is realized at a high laser intensity (I>1018W cm22) pro-
vides a pseudo-CVI behavior, with the resulting nuclear en-
ergetics being close to the strict CVI behavior. The nuclear
dynamics and energetics induced by a Gaussian pulse will be
referred to as a pseudo-CVI~rather than CVI! behavior, as
the electron dynamics and the outer ionization adiabatically
follow the laser field. At a lower intensity ofI
51016W cm22 the outer ionization dynamics in theD8007

cluster induced by a Gaussian pulse significantly differs from
the IIAFLS mechanism~Fig. 6!, violating the pseudo-CVI
energetics~Fig. 5!. According to the simulation results for
I 51016W cm22 ~Fig. 5! the deviation from theEav}R0

2 re-
lation sets in for small clusters, and becomes noticeable~e.g.,
about 7%! for R0521 Å (n51961), when the outer ioniza-
tion is almost complete.

The condition for nearly complete outer ionization can
be obtained from the electrostatic model, Eq.~20!, and will
provide alternative estimates for the boundary radius (R0) I

~Sec. IV!. When outer ionization is complete, we expect that
~at the laser intensityI! the CVI relation is applicable for
R0,(R0) I and breaks down forR0.(R0) I . Thus (R0) I , de-
fined on the basis of electron dynamics, marks the boundary
radius for the applicability of the pseudo-CVI behavior. To
provide a quantitative characterization for this boundary ra-
dius, we shall define the cluster size (R0) I as the initial ra-
dius R0 of a cluster where, at the peak of the Gaussian laser
field, Eq.~10!, F,0 (t50)5FM , the outer ionization level is
95%, i.e.,noi (t50)50.95. Equation~20!, together withq
51, n5(4p/3)rR0

3, eF,0(t50)5eFM , and the relation
eFM52.7531027I 1/2, results in the following relation:

~R0! I5eFM /A2~4p/3!Brqj0
2

53.331029I 1/2/rqj0
2, ~21!

FIG. 6. Electron dynamics for the outer ionization level of (D)8007 clusters
induced by Gaussian pulses witht525 and 50 fs and I
51016– 1018 W cm22 ~the numbers 10x, x516– 20, represent intensities in
W cm22!. The simulation results for the outer ionization level~per atom! are
confronted with the prediction of the electrostatic model, Eq.~20!.
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where

j05R0 /R~ t50!. ~22!

HereR(t50) is the cluster radius at the peak of the Gauss-
ian laser intensity. The simulation results demonstrate a weak
laser intensity dependence of the parameterj0 for clusters of
the size (R0) I , at least forI>1016W cm22. This parameter
is j050.55 atI 51016W cm22 and j0'0.54 @found by ex-
trapolation of thej0(R0) dependence# at I 51017W cm22.
Very rough extrapolation providesj0;0.45– 0.6 at I
51018W cm22. Provided that the cluster size expansion pa-
rameterj0 exhibits a weak intensity dependence, we expect
that (R0) I}I 1/2.

Two independent estimates of the boundary radius (R0) I

can be obtained from our simulation results:
~1! Simulations for the energetics provide the ranges of

R0 where theEav}R0
2 relation breaks down. These ranges of

R0 give rough estimates of (R0) I @see point~b! in Sec. IV
above#. Our simulations for the energetics for (D)n clusters
induced by a Gaussian pulse~Sec. IV and Fig. 5! accordingly
give (R0) I;5 – 8 Å for I 51015W cm22, (R0) I;20– 30 Å
for I 51016W cm22, (R0) I.43 Å for I 51017W cm22 and
(R0) I@60 Å for I 51018W cm22.

~2! Simulations of the outer ionization level. (R0) I is
obtained from the simulation results for the attainment of
complete outer ionization, i.e.,noi(t50)50.95. The (R0) I

radii defined this way can be provided directly from our
simulation results for the electron dynamics at the two lower
intensities only, i.e.,I 51015W cm22 with (R0) I55.8 Å, and
I 51016W cm22 with (R0) I520.4 Å. For the larger intensity
of I 51017W cm22 we found the laser fieldsF,0 , which pro-
vide an almost complete~95%! ionization level (noi50.95)
for different cluster radiiR0 , and extrapolated this depen-
dence toF,05FM . Using such an extrapolation procedure
we found (R0) I576.5 Å for I 51017W cm22. At I
51018W cm22 the (R0) I radius is so large that no extrapo-
lation of our simulation results can be conducted.

To provide a rough estimate for the boundary radii (R0) I

we utilize the simulation result (R0) I520.4 Å for I
51016W cm22 ~from the simulation of the outer ionization
level!. This value of (R0) I is then consistent with the corre-
sponding result inferred from Eq.~21!, provided thatj0

50.55. We now invoke the assumption that the parameterj0

is independent of the laser intensity. Using Eq.~21! with q
51, r50.05 Å23 ~per D atom! and j050.55 results in the
following numerical relations:

~R0! I52.231027 I 1/2, ~23!

where (R0) I is presented in Å andI in W cm22. The values
of (R0) I evaluated from Eq.~23! are presented in Fig. 7,
where we also display the values of the cluster sizes (n) I

5(4p/3)r(R0) I
3 that correspond to the boundary radii. In

Fig. 7 we compare the analytical results of (R0) I for (D)n

clusters based on the predictions of the electrostatic model,
Eqs.~21! and~23!, with the estimates of (R0) I inferred from
simulations of the energetics as well as from simulations of
the outer ionization level. The overall agreement between the

electrostatic model and the simulation results for both ener-
getics and electron dynamics inspires confidence in our
physical picture.

Another interesting result for the characterization of the
IIAFLS regime involves the relation between the boundary
cluster radius (R0) I and the corresponding average ion en-
ergy (Eav) I for Coulomb explosion of this cluster at the same
laser intensity. In the pseudo-CVI regime our simulations
~Fig. 5! at R0,(R0) I result in the relationEav}R0

2, where-
upon at the boundary radius we expect the quadratic relation
(Eav) I}(R0) I

2 to hold. Using Eq.~21! for (R0) I and the CVI
result, Eq.~6!, as a reasonable approximation for (Eav) I ,
leads to the relation

~Eav! I5~9/40p!
~eFM!2

Brj0
4

. ~24!

Taking againj050.55 andr50.05 Å23 results in the ap-
proximate numerical relation

~Eav! I58.2310214I , ~25!

where (Eav) I is presented in eV andI in W cm22. The pro-
portionality relation (Eav) I}I is well obeyed for the simula-
tion data for the average energies of (D)n clusters, which
correspond to 95% of the outer ionization levels. These
simulation results give (Eav) I values of 0.053, 0.67, and 6.8
keV for I 51015, 1016, and 1017W cm22, respectively. These
simulation values of (Eav) I are lower by about 17%–35%
than those estimated from Eq.~25!. To establish the interre-
lationship between (Eav) I and (R0) I , ~Fig. 8!, we have used
an extrapolation procedure by taking a single pair of (R0) Ĩ

520.4 Å and (Eav) Ĩ 50.67 keV values atĨ 51016W cm22

obtained from our simulations, together with other (R0) I val-
ues inferred from the electrostatic model~Fig. 7! in the in-
tensity rangeI 51015– 1020W cm22, to estimate the corre-
sponding (Eav) I values from the quadratic relation (Eav) I

5(Eav) Ĩ (R0) I
2/(R0)

Ĩ

2
. In Fig. 8 we present the results for the

FIG. 7. The boundary cluster radii (R0)1 for the applicability of the pseudo-
CVI for Gaussian pulses in the intensity range ofI 51015– 1018 W cm22. We
present the simulation results for nuclear dynamics, marking the breakdown
of the CVI energy relationEav}R0

2 ~presented by the range I and by the
lower limit ↑!, and the simulation results for electron dynamics, marking a
complete~95%! level of outer ionization~open triangles!. The solid line
presents the prediction of the electrostatic model, Eq.~23!, which separates
between the IIAFLS regime and the persistent plasma regime.
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quadratic relation between (Eav) I and (R0) I incorporating
(R0) I data from the electrostatic model and from our simu-
lations, together with the (Eav) I data from extrapolation and
from simulations. The data of Fig. 8 are useful to assess the
validity range of the pseudo-CVI size domain for the produc-
tion of energeticD1 ions from Coulomb explosion of (D)n

clusters at different laser intensities.
Another prediction of the electrostatic model pertains to

the saturation ofEav towardEav
CVI with increasingI at a fixed

cluster radiusR0 . Such data are presented in Fig. 5~right-
side inset! for R0534 Å. This saturation is expected to be
exhibited at the intensity which corresponds toR0,(R0) I .
From the intensity dependence of the boundary radius (R0) I

~Figs. 7 and 8! we infer that the simulation data for a fixed
R0534 Å value should exhibit a saturation ofEav/Eav

CVI→1
for I>331016W cm22. Indeed, this conclusion concurs
with the simulation results~right-side inset to Fig. 5!.

From the present analysis we conclude that the violation
of the IIAFLS conditions, which is caused by incomplete
outer ionization and by the screening of the interionic repul-
sion by nanoplasma electrons~see Paper II!, is manifested by
the breakdown of theEav}R0

2 pseudo-CVI relation at fixedI
with increasingR0 and by the deviation of the simulated
value of Eav from the CVI result. It is satisfactory that the
electrostatic model accounts for the validity range of the
pseudo-CVI for the size dependence of the energetics at
fixed I and for the intensity dependence for the attainment of
the CVI energy at a fixed cluster size.

The character of the outer ionization process signifi-
cantly affects the energy distribution of the product ions in-
duced by a Gaussian pulse~t525 fs! ~Fig. 9!. In the IIAFLS
domain atI 51018W cm22 ~where R0,(R0) I5220 Å) and
even when the IIAFLS conditions are noticeably, but not
very strongly, violated as in theD8000 cluster (R0535 Å
.(R0) I at I 51016W cm22), the ion energy distribution is

similar to the CVI distribution of Eq.~8!, i.e., P(E)}E1/2

~Fig. 9!. Only when the IIAFLS conditions are strongly vio-
lated, as in the case of theD8007 cluster atI 51015W cm22

@R0@(R0) I57 Å#, the energy distribution strongly deviated
from the CVI distribution and roughly followed the thermal
distribution of the formP(E)}E21/2exp(2E/Eav) ~Fig. 9!.

VI. CONFRONTATION WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA

The currently available experimental data for deuterium
cluster sizes used in multielectron ionization and Coulomb
explosion are not very reliable.48,49 In view of the Eav}R0

2

cluster size dependence of the averageD1 ion energy in the
CVI and in the pseudo-CVI domains~Chaps. IV and V!,
even a moderate uncertainty in the cluster radius may lead to
a significant variation in the Coulomb explosion energies.
Furthermore, the lack of reliable parameters, which describe
the distribution of the cluster radii, hampers the comparison
of our simulation results with the experimental data.

Our simulation results for theD1 average energies from
Coulomb explosion of (D)n clusters~Fig. 5! will be con-
fronted with the experimental data of Madisonet al.30 The
experimentalD1 average energies at the laser energy of 0.1J
~peak intensity ofI;231018W cm22) lie in the interval
Eav55 – 7 keV.30 According to our simulations atI
51018W cm22 ~Fig. 5!, this energy interval corresponds to
the cluster radii rangeR0554– 64 Å ~where theR0 value
was obtained from theEav}R0

2 extrapolation!. Using the log-
normal size distribution of Madisonet al.,30 we estimated
that the average cluster radiiR̄0 , which provide theEav

55 – 7 keV energies, correspond toR̄0551– 60 Å. The aver-
age cluster radius found in Ref. 30 by fitting the time-of-
flight signals of the ions wasR̄0545 Å. This value is lower
~by 10%–25%! than our estimate, which rests on the ener-
getic simulation data.

Our simulation results may underestimate theD1 ion
energies. However, the simulatedEav data are only slightly
lower ~by less than 5%! than the CVI energies~Fig. 5!,

FIG. 8. The relation of the boundary cluster radius (R0) I for the applicabil-
ity of the pseudo-CVI and the corresponding average ion energy (Eav) I for
Gaussian pulses in the intensity rangeI 51015– 1019 W cm22. The simula-
tion results, marking a complete~95%! level of outer ionization, are repre-
sented by black dots. The predictions of the electrostatic model, scaled ac-
cording to the (Eav) I}(R0) I

2 relation ~see text!, are represented by open
squares. The solid line, which connects the data of the electrostatic model,
separates between the IIAFLS regime and the persistent nanoplasma regime.

FIG. 9. Energy distribution ofD1 ions from Coulomb explosion of (D)n

(n58007 and 19 861! clusters induced by a Gaussian laser pulse (I
51015– 1018 W cm22). The simulation results atI 51018 W cm22 and I
51016 W cm22 are in accord with the prediction of the CVI, Eq.~8!. At the
low intensity of I 51015 W cm22, marked deviations from the CVI are ex-
hibited.
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which provide the maximal ion energyEav for a given value
of R0 ~or a minimal value ofR0 for a given value ofEav).
Using the CVI energies@Eq. ~6! and Fig. 5# and, after cor-
recting the log-normal size distribution, we obtained the
mean cluster radii ranges ofR̄0549– 58 Å, which are still
higher than theR̄0 value reported in Ref. 30. The discrep-
ancy between the simulated and the experimentalR̄0 values
most probably indicates that the experimental average cluster
radiusR̄0 of Madisonet al.30 may have been underestimated.

Our simulation results exhibit anisotropy in the angular
distribution of theD1 ions. The anisotropy parameteru
52^vx&/(^vy&1^vz&) for the velocities ofD1 ions from the
Coulomb explosion of (D)n (n5959, 3367! clusters~Table
II !, is expressed in terms of the mean squared velocity com-
ponents ^v j&( j 5x,y,z) with the laser pulse propagation
along thez axis and the polarization direction along thex
axis. The anisotropy parameters for a Gaussian pulse in the
intensity rangeI 51015– 1020W cm22 reveal a velocity in-
crease of 5%–10% along the polarization axes of the laser
field with u51.05–1.10, relative to the ions moving along
the other two perpendicular axes~Table II!. Consequently,
the kinetic energy will reveal an anisotropy of 10%–20%
along the laser polarization axes. From the results of Table II
the cluster size effects in the narrow size domain explored
therein are small at a fixed intensity. They are somewhat
lower ~u51.04–1.06! for the highest intensities ofI
51018– 1020W cm22, where the pseudo-CVI behavior pre-
vails, than for the lower intensities ofI 51015– 1016 W cm22

~u51.07–1.10!, where the persistent nanoplasma prevails.
The anisotropy parameter increases with decreasing the laser
intensity, demonstrating the effect of the enhancement of the
outer ionization of the nanoplasma in reducing the anisot-
ropy of the angular distribution. For the CVI limit in the
presence of a laser field atI 51020W cm22, no anisotropy
effects are manifested~Table II!. Accordingly, the complete
simulation of the anisotropy in the angular distribution, ve-
locities and kinetic energies ofD1 ions in the highest inten-
sity range of I 51018– 1020W cm22, manifest deviations
from the CVI, marking the role of the response of the nano-
plasma in the pseudo-CVI domain. The lack of anisotropy in
the CVI limit demonstrates that the effect of driving the ions

by the laser field is negligible~see also Sec. IV A!. The pre-
diction of the 12% anisotropy of the kinetic energy ofD1

ions energy atI 51018W cm22 ~Table II! fits well with the
;15% in the experimental ion energies detected by Madison
et al.30 in the explosion of (D)n clusters at I 5
;1018W cm22 ~see Fig. 4 of Ref. 30!. A further experimen-
tal search for this angular anisotropy will be of interest.

VII. LASER FREQUENCY DEPENDENCE OF THE
ENERGETICS OF COULOMB EXPLOSION

In Chaps. III–VI of the present paper, as well as in the
previous Papers I and II, the simulations of electron and
nuclear dynamics have been performed for a fixed laser fre-
quency ofn50.35 fs21 ~laser wavelength ofl5860 nm!,
which corresponds to a typical IR frequency of ultraintense
lasers. The dependence of the cluster electron and nuclear
dynamics on the laser frequency is of inherent and practical
interest. To address this issue, we performed simulations of
Coulomb explosion of (D)n (n5459– 8007) clusters, which
was induced by ultraintense laser fields (I
51016– 1018W cm22) over a broad laser frequency range of
n50.1–2.1 fs21 ~l53000–140 nm!.

The dependence of the average energiesEav of D1 ions
on the laser frequency is portrayed in Fig. 10 forDn clusters
with n5459, 1961, and 8007 (R0513.1, 21.1, and 34.0 Å,
respectively!, subjected to laser intensities ofI
51016W cm22 and I 51018W cm22. In all cases presented
in Fig. 10, with the exception of the largest (D)8007cluster at
the lowerI 51016W cm22 intensity, theEav(n) versusn de-
pendence is nearly flat with increasingn, up to a character-
istic frequency ofnp , with Eav(n) decreasing with increas-
ing n for n.np . This characteristic frequencynp was
~arbitrarily! defined as the frequency for whichEav(n) is
lower by about 15% than the maximal value ofEav(n
,np). The np values, which are marked in Fig. 10, depend
very weakly on the laser intensity~increasing asI 0.07, with
increasingI!, and decrease with increasing the cluster radius

FIG. 10. Laser frequency dependence of the energetics ofD1 ions from
Coulomb explosion of (D)n (n5459– 8007) clusters induced by Gaussian
pulses in the intensity rangeI 51016– 1018 W cm22. The characteristic fre-
quenciesvp , which represent the upper limits for a nearly flat frequency
dependence ofEav , are marked by arrows.

TABLE II. Anisotropy of D1 ion velocities for Coulomb explosion of (D)n

clusters. The anisotropy parameteru52^vx&/(^vy&1^vz&) is expressed in
terms of the mean square averaged velocity components^v j& along the j
5x, y, and z axes. The laser pulse propagates along thez axis and the
polarization direction is along thex axis. Simulations of electron and nuclear
dynamics were performed for the Gaussian pulse~t525 fs!, while simula-
tions of nuclear dynamics were performed for vertically ionized clusters
subjected to a rectangular laser field~t525 fs!. The velocity components are
identical along they andz axes.

u for Gaussian pulse u for CVI

n\I (W cm22) 1015 1016 1017 1018 1020 1020 a,b

959 1.092 1.069 1.062 1.057 1.047 1.000
3367 1.103 1.086 1.070 1.063 1.053 1.000

aSimulations for vertically ionized clusters subjected to a rectangular laser
field of I 51020 W cm22.

bTest simulations were also performed for vertically ionized clusters at zero
field, which resulted inu51.000.
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~roughly asR0
20.22R0

20.4). The flatEav(n) versusn depen-
dence atn,np is in accord with the electrostatic model
~Chap. IV of Paper I and Sec. V of the present paper!. This
model describes the cluster outer ionization process in the
pseudo-CVI regime, with the transient nanoplasma within
the cluster being of a sufficient short lifetime on the time
scale of Coulomb explosion. According to our simulations
for all the clusters studied herein, which exhibit the flat
Eav(n) versusn dependence, the transient nanoplasma is in-
deed observed and the dependence ofEav on the laser inten-
sity I and the cluster radiusR0 is typical for the pseudo-CVI
regime ~as in Fig. 5 forn50.35 fs21!. The domainn,np

seems to correspond to the laser periodt,51/n, being con-
siderably longer than the timetC, of an electron moving
through the cluster, whereupon whentC,,t, , Eav(n) is
nearly independent ofn.

The situation is quite different for theD8007 cluster atI
51016W cm22 ~Fig. 10!, whose characteristics markedly de-
viate from the pseudo-CVI behavior~Fig. 5!. In this case, the
Eav(n) versusn dependence demonstrates a wide maximum,
which most probably indicates some quasiresonance ioniza-
tion process~Chap. IV of Paper II and Ref. 16!. Under these
circumstances a persistent nanoplasma exists within the clus-
ter. Whenn&np , tC,.t, , the electron removal from the
cluster via outer ionization is hampered, with a long lived
nanoplasma being expected to prevail. The introduction of
the laser frequency dependence of the electron and nuclear
dynamics provides a new dimension in the exploration of
outer ionization and Coulomb explosion.

VIII. DISCUSSION

The energetics of Coulomb explosion of multicharged
clusters produced by extreme multielectron ionization in ul-
traintense laser fields transcends the CVI approximation. The
present study addresses some important aspects of Coulomb
explosion of multicharged clusters. First, the effects of elec-
tron dynamics on the nuclear dynamics is manifested by the
interrelation between outer ionization dynamics, Coulomb
explosion energetics, and angular distribution. These effects
established the features of laser intensity on the nuclear en-
ergies. Second, the effects of the laser pulse shape on the
energetics of Coulomb explosion revealed quantitative char-
acteristics of electron and nuclear dynamics in the coupled
laser-cluster system.

Some novel implications of the interplay between elec-
tron outer ionization and nuclear dynamics, and of the laser-
electron-nuclei coupling, emerged from our analysis. For a
rectangular laser pulse shape, which provides insight into the
applicability of the CVI approximation, the CVI picture pre-
vails when complete outer ionization is attained, i.e.,toi

<t, and when outer ionization is faster than nuclear dynam-
ics, i.e.,toi<tv , Eq.~19!. The most important features of the
laser pulse shape effects pertain to the realistic and physi-
cally reliable case of a Gaussian pulse, where the pseudo-
CVI regime is realized over a well-characterized cluster size
and laser intensity region. The characterization of the
IIAFLS mechanism for high intensity (I 5101721020

W cm22) Gaussian-shaped laser pulses reveals that even in

this high intensity domain the CVI picture requires some
extension and modification. These are manifested by the fi-
nite cluster size domain for the near applicability of the CVI
energetics and in the anisotropy of theD1 ions angular dis-
tribution, velocities, and kinetic energies in Coulomb explo-
sion. The introduction of the boundary cluster radius (R0) I

and the corresponding Coulomb explosion energy (Eav) I

characterizes the upper limits for the applicability range of
the cluster size dependenceEav}R0

2 of the energetics of Cou-
lomb explosion in the rangeR0,(R0) I . The breakdown of
the quadratic size equation for the energetics is manifested
by a weaker cluster size dependence. From the practical
point of view our analysis of the pseudo-CVI domain for
Gaussian pulses establishes the applicability range and the
maximal cluster size for the pseudo-CVI energetic size equa-
tion. For a given (D)n cluster sizeR0 , the optimal laser
intensity I of a Gaussian pulse to be used corresponds to
R0;(R0) I . Such optimization of the laser intensity will pre-
clude energy disposal to electrons and maximize the energet-
ics of Coulomb explosion for this cluster size. Finally, we
would like to point out that from the point of view of future
developments, pulse shaping in Coulomb explosion, which
utilizes the complete picture for laser-electron-nuclear dy-
namics, will be of interest for the control of Coulomb explo-
sion of molecular clusters. While the issue of pulse
shaping46,47 of ultraintense femtosecond pulses is fraught
with experimental difficulties, progress has recently been
made for pulse shaping in the intensity range ofI 51014

21015W cm22.45

The foregoing analysis of the energetics of Coulomb ex-
plosion of multicharged clusters provides the conceptual ba-
sis fordd ~anddt) nuclear fusion driven by Coulomb explo-
sion of deuterium ~or tritium! containing homonuclear
(D2)n/2 @or (T2)n/2] clusters,25–28,30 as well as hetero-
nuclear27–30,33,38molecular clusters. The optimization of the
reaction yield for these nuclear fusion reactions requires the
maximization of the energetics of theD1 ~or T1) ionic frag-
ments for realistic laser intensities. This physical situation
can be realized for Gaussian pulses in the pseudo-CVI re-
gime. Our analysis for (D2)n/2 clusters~Fig. 8! reveals that
for I 51019W cm22 the Eav}R0

2 scaling law applies forR0

,(R0) I5600 Å for which (Eav) I5700 keV. According to
our previous calculations32 the neutron yieldY per laser
pulse fromdd fusion driven by Coulomb explosion of such
(D)n clusters, under the experimental conditions of the Lau-
rence Livermore Laboratory experiment,25,26 is expected to
beY.106. Finally, we note the dramatic enhancement of the
D1 ion energies and nuclear fusion yields driven by Cou-
lomb explosion of molecular heteroclusters of deuterium
bound to heavier atoms27–30,32proposed by us. This will be
discussed in the subsequent paper~Paper IV! in this series.42
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